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Systematic. well-designed research provides the most effec
tive approach to the solution of many problems facing high
way administrators and engineers, Often. highway problems
are of local interest and can best be studied by highway
departments individually or in cooperation with their state
universities and others ..However. the accelerating growth of
highway transportation develops increasingly complex prob
lems of wide interest to highway authorities. These problems
are best studied through a coordinated program of coopera
tive research.
In recognition of these needs. the highway administrators of
the American Association of State Highway and Transporta
tion Officials initiated in 1962 an objective national
highway research program employing modem scientific tech
niques. This program is supported on a continuing basis by
funds from participating member states of the Association
and it receives the full cooperation and support of the Federal
Highway Administration. United States Department of
Transportation.
The Transportation Research Board of the National Re
search Council was requested by the Association to ad
minister the research program because of the Board's recog
nized objectivity and understanding of modem research
practices. The Board is uniquely suited for this purpose as:
it maintains an extensive committee structure from which
authorities on any highway transportation subject may be
drawn: it possesses avenues of communications and cooper
ation with federal. state, and local governmental "agencies.
universities, and industry: its relationship to its parent orga
nization. the National Academy of Sciences. a private, non
profit institution. is an insurance of objectivity: it maintains
a full-time research correlation staff of specialists in highway
transportation matters to bring the findings of research
directly to those who are in a position to use them.
The program is developed on the basis of research needs
identified by chief administrators of the highway and trans
portation departments and by committees of AASHTO.
Each year. specific areas of research needs to be included in
the program are proposed to the Academy and ~he Board by
the American Association of State Highway and Transporta
tion Officials. Research projects to fulfill these needs are
defined by the Board, and qualified research agencies are
selected from those that have submitted proposals. Adminis
tration and surveillance of research contracts are the respon
sibilities of the Academy and its Transportation Research
Board.
The needs for highway research are many. and the National
Cooperative Highway Research Program can make signifi
cant contributions to the solution of highway transportation
problems of mutual concern to many responsible groups. The
program, however. is intended to complement rather than to
substitute for or duplicate other highway research programs.
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FOREWORD
By Staff

Transportation
Research Board

Individual agencies have developed various approaches and techniques for
applying system-level traffic data to specific highway design projects. For exam
ple, many state and urban area transportation agencies use traffic assignments
developed in their long-range system planning activities to determine design-hour
volumes at the project level. However, these techniques have not previously been
documented or standardized for general use. This report provides a comprehen
sive compilation of the best techniques that are currently being used in urban areas
to bridge the gap between system and project analyses. These techniques were
identified through a survey of state and local agencies with follow-up field visits
to obtain detailed information 'on procedural steps and typical applications. A

user's manual with illustrative case studies is provided in the Appendix. This
report should be of special interest to highway planners and design engineers who
wish to modify their current procedures or to adopt new ones.

Estimating traffic volumes with the accuracy needed for use in highway
design has always been a complex task. Typically. the analyst uses information
obtained from land-use planning, traffic forecasting (e.g.. trip generation. mode
split, traffic assignment), volume counts, and other data to develop design vol
umes. Many agencies have established various procedures for this purpose, but in
most cases these procedures have not been documented for wide dissemination.

lHK & Associates collected information from numerous state and local agen
cies regarding currently used procedures and developed complete documentation
for others to use. The procedures are grouped into ten categories-refinement of
computerized traffic volume forecasts; traffic data for alternative network as
sumptions; traffic data for detailed networks: traffic data for different forecast
years; turning movement data; design hour volume and other time-of-day data:
directional distribution data; vehicle classification data; speed, delay, and queue
length data; and design of highway pavements. The selected procedures were
found to be applicable in many situations and to provide a basis for standardization
of traffic data analysis.

These same ten categories provide the framework for the user's manual that
was developed as part of this research (see Appendix). The user's manual is
applicable over a wide range of analyses including systems planning, corridor or
subarea studies. evaluation of alternative plans, traffic operations studies, high
way design. and environmental studies. Emphasis is placed on easily applied
manual techniques, but computer applications are also addressed.

To demonstrate the use of the procedures, three case studies are included
the upgrading of a limited access highway; the evaluation of an arterial improve
ment; and the design of a highway volume intersection. Detailed information on
procedureal steps is provided along with guidance regarding level of accuracy,
time requirements, limitations, etc.



This report complements NCHRP Report /87, "Quick-Response Urban
Travel Estimation Techniques and Transferable Parameters-User's Guide,"
which provides manual techniques for trip generation, mode split. and traffic
assignment. Together. these two reports cover the full spectrum of techniques
typically used in planning and design applications.
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HIGHWAY TRAFFIC DATA FOR URBANIZED AREA
PROJECT PLANNING AND DESIGN

SUMMARY The development of highway traffic data for highway project planning and design
requires close cooperation between the users and producers of such data. Unfortunately,
until the present time, there have existed no standardized procedures to enable the
results of highway system-level traffic assignments, historical data. land-use
information, and other factors to be translated into traffic data for highway projects.

Accordingly, this research was conducted to meet the following objectives:
(1) Identify, review, and evaluate typical procedures currently being used to develop
highway traffic data for project planning and design in urbanized areas; and (2) Using
existing techniques to the maximum extent possible, develop a user-oriented manual
containing procedures for the full range of planning and design needs, together with
illustrative case studies.

A research approach was developed which would enable various procedures to be
efficiently identified and evaluated. The following tasks were included:

• Task I: Investigate Current Needs and Existing Procedures
• Task 2: Evaluate and Recommend Appropriate Procedures
• Task 3: Prepare a User's Manual with Illustrative Case Studies

A literature search was performed to identify existing documentation of available
procedures. Subsequent contacts were made with more than 45 state and local
governmental agencies throughout the United States. A detailed questionnaire was
distributed to both the users and producers of traffic data in these agencies. Based upon
the responses to the questionnaire, a number of states were chosen for follow-up
personal and telephone interviews. In these interviews more in-depth information was
obtained regarding promising procedures and the use of traffic data in highway project
planning and design. /

These findings indicate that a large percentage of highway planning and design
decisions are based on the, results of traffic data forecasts. 'At the same time. it is
apparent that the quality of the input data and the analysis procedures used for these
forecasts are viewed as being deficient in many respects. Some of the primary issues
revealed were the following:

I. The level of detail and precision of computer traffic forecasts varies
tremendously from project to project.

2. The lack of quality land-use forecasts hampers the development of high quality
traffic forecasts. There are wide variations in the format and quality of data produced
by agencies. .,

3. There is no uniformity in the types of computerized traffic assignments
performed (Le., all-or-nothlngj capacity restrained: stochastic).

4. Computer assignments are often not available for all highway alternatives or for
all years under study.

5. The traffic data needs for evaluation, design, and environmental analyses are
often very different.

6. The responsibility for producing traffic data is often fragmented among agencies.
7. Production of adequate traffic data requires considerable effort and time as well

as judgment which comes with experience.
8. A large number of explicit and implicit assumptions are made every time tr;>~ i.c

forecasts are performed for highway project planning and design studies.

While public agencies are in partial agreement with respect to techniques for using
highway traffic data. they have virtually no uniform procedures 'to develop those data.
Thus, results of analyses in one state cannot be readily compared with results obtained
from adjacent states. This problem even manifests itself among urban areas within the
same state.

The need existed to identify as many of the available procedures as possible, evaluate
each of the procedures, draw upon the strongest points of the evaluated procedures, and
develop a set of standard procedures that could receive national distribution. In response
to this need, a user's manual was prepared.

. The user's manual covers 10 categories of procedures related to traffic data
development, as follows:
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1. Refinement of computerized traffic volume forecasts.
2. Traffic data for alternative network assumptions.
3. Traffic data for more detailed networks.
4. Traffic data for different forecast years.
5. Turning movement procedures.
6. Design hour volume and other time-of-day procedures.
7. Directional distribution procedures.
8. Vehicle classification procedures.
9. Speed, delay, and queue length procedures.

10. Traffic data for design of highway pavements.

The procedures in these categories can be used singularly or in combination, depending
on the analyses to be undertaken. In most cases, manually applied procedures have been
described, although computer-aided techniques are presented where appropriate.

In the area of computerized traffic forecast refinements, two procedures are
recommended at the corridor or subarea level. The first is a screenline adjustment
process that compares base year and future year volumes and capacities across several
facilities. The second procedure uses computer-generated select link or zonal tree data
to aid the analyst in defining network travel patterns, .

The procedures to derive traffic data for alternative network assumptions cover four
basic situations: (I) change in roadway capacity; (2) change in roadway alignment; (3)
construction of parallel roadways; and (4) addition or subtraction of links. Modifications
of screenllne adjustments and the \J5e of select link or zonal tree data are used to
perform the analyses.

To develop data for more detailed networks, two primary approaches are subarea
focusing and subarea windowing. In focusing. a more detailed network is defined within
the study area, leaving the remaining network intact. In windowing, a more detailed
study area network is defined within a cordon. The remaining network is then replaced
by a series of external stations. Both procedure! are computer-aided. They are most
applicable for conducting small scale corridor or subarea studies in which detailed link
and turning volumes are desired on various highways which are not shown on a systems
level network.

In order to derive traffic volumes for different forecast years, various linear and
nonlinear growth curves have been developed. These growth curves are based on
projected land-use growth patterns or historical trends and can be used to interpolate or
extrapolate traffic volumes to alternate years. For more detailed analyses in areas
where wide variations in zonal growth are expected to occur , it is recommended that
select llnk and zonal tree data be used to determine differential growth patterns on
varicus facilities.

There are three sets of procedures presented for deriving turning movement data
factoring procedures, iterative procedures, and "T' intersection procedures. These
procedures can be applied in situations where either "directional" or "nondlrectlonal"
volume data are available. .

Procedures are documented to permit design hour volumes to be determined for
typical urban facilities and for facilities characterized by sharp recreational or seasonal
variations. Other time-of-day procedures are useful to convert daily volume estimates
to hourly data for use in design or environmental studies. In both cases., emphasis is
placed on the need to adjust base year time-of-day values to reflect changing land use,
geometric, or traffic conditions in the future.

The directionai distribution procedures try to establish statistical relationships
between directional distribution and various factors, such as time-of-day, facility type,
and orientation (l.e., radial, clrcumferential), In lieu of these data. other procedures
adjust base year directional splIts usIng professional judgment and knowledge" of future
land uses (e.g., commercial, residential, tndustrlal),

The vehicle classification procedure provides basic background relevant to the
estimation of various auto-truck percentages on urban facilities. It includes a review of
expected future land-use changes that would be expected to affect the distribution of
vehicles on a facility.

Procedures are presented for calculating speeds, delays, and queue lengths on grade
separated facilities and on surface arterials. The analyst is able to apply different
methodologies for traffic flow conditions that are under- or over-capacity, The resulting
data are directly applicable to small area design analyses and to environmental analyses.

The procedures presented for highway pavement design enable traffic volume and
vehicle classification data to be converted into l&-kip equivalent single-axle ioadings
that are directly used in the calculation of flexible and rigid pavement design needs.
These procedures are applicable using vehicle classification data specific to the subject
facility or average values obtained on a regional or statewide basis.

The procedures in the user's manual are applicable over a wide range of analyses.
The principal types of appiications include systems planning, corridor or subarea studies,
evaluation of alternative plans, traffic operations studies, highway design, and
environmental studies. In order to demonstrate this applicability, the procedures were
applied to three case studies-the upgrading of a limited access highway; the evaluation
of an arterial improvement; and the design of a high volume intersection. These case
studies describe the interactions of several procedures and indicate that reasonable
results can be achieved in relatively short time frames.
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The study suggests future areas of research relating to traffic data development.
The key areas of emphasis should be the following:

L The effects of over-capacity highway conditions on land-use development and on
the temporal and geographic distribution of traffic.

2. The development of microcomputer or hand calculator applications of several
procedures.

3. The quantification of additional factors contributing to or constraining traffic
growth.

4. More systematic techniques for deriving turning volumes from intersection link
volumes.

5. An Improved statistical base for transferring time-of-day, directional distribution,
and vehicle classification data to other settings. Particular effort should be given to
quan ti fy ing truek time-of-day re Iatlonships.

6. The improved specificity and standardization of traffic data for use in
environmental and evaluation models.

This research project represents the first major effort to document standardized
procedures for producing traffic data for use in project planning and design. Therefore,
it is recommended that a training course be developed to disseminate this information to
both the producers and users of highway traffic data throughout the United States.

CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH APPROACH

PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF PROJECT

Until the present time, there have been no nationally
accepted or widely used procedures to translate tile
results of highway system-level uaffic assignments,
historical data, land-use information, and other factors
into traffic data for individual highway projects. A need
has been recognized not only to establish accepted
procedures for translating various inputs into project
traffic data, but also to specify the content, accuracy,
and limitations of the data for the problem being
addressed. This type of information is required to meet
the diverse needs of highway designers, environmental
planners, and decision-makers. .

The specific objectives of this research were to: (1)
identify, review, and evaluate typical procedures
currently being used to develop highway traffic data for
project planning and design in urbanized areas; and (2)
using existing techniques to the maximum extent possible,
develop a user-oriented manual containing procedures for
the full range of planning and design needs together with
illustrative case studies.

Background

During the past 30 years the science of forecasting
travel demand in urban areas in the United States has
undergone tremendous change. Until the mid-1950's the
vast majority of traffic forecasting in the United States
was done by projecting traffic trend lines into the future,
occasionally taking into account exogenous factors. With
the advent of the high speed electronic computer and the
formulation of a series of mathematical travel demand
models that related travel demand to land use, urban
travel demand forecasting procedures changed
dramatically. Instead of only being able to forecast
traffic on a Iactlity-by-facillty basis, it now became
possible to forecast changes in travel demand that could
be expected to occur at both the systems and corridor

level as a result of changing the transportation
infrastructure. Emphasis shifted to developing long range
system plans, and a great deal of credibility was placed in
the computerized travel demand forecasts. Soon many
transportation decisions were based on traffic projections
produced "by the computer."

Research in travel demand continued to develop new
mathematical models that could more accurately
replicate human travel behavior. As more and more
computerized travel demand forecasts were made, and as
some of the transportation facilities opened for which
these computerized travel demand forecasts had been
made, it was soon apparent that a number of the forecasts
had been far from correct. As a result, it was realized
that multi-million dollar construction decisions had been
based on projections that were not always reliable.

Much attention has been focussed on ways to make the
mathematical models more sensitive to those variables
that actually determine human travel behavior. However,
in many cases the blame for errors in forecasting rests
much more with the quality of the input data to the
models than with the models themselves. For example,
projecting future land use is a difficult and inexact
science. even on a jurisdictional basis. To perform this
task accurately at the level of travel analysis zones has
proven to be almost impossible, yet future land use "is
probably the single most important input variable to the
travel demand forecasting process.

Because of the amount of data that must be coded and
the high cost of making travel demand forecasts, the
transportation networks that have been used for travel
demand projections are typically skeleton networks that
simplify the actual highway system. In a computer
simulation travelers are shown loading onto' the network
at only a limited. number of entry points (zone
connectors), when in reality they enter the network at
many points. Traffic assignments have proven to be very
sensitive to the coding of zone connectors in the network.
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Because of the tremendous amount of network
description data that must be developed for travel
demand forecasts, general rules of thumb are often
applied in order to obtain travel times and capacities for
individual links. For example, both speeds and capacities
are frequently defined by class of facility in the UTPS
highway assignment model UROAD (J..!1), yet both of
these critical input parameters can vary widely among
roadways within a particular class. Another problem
which occurs because of the large data input requirements
is that it becomes very easy to make subtle and largely
undetectable network coding errors that affect the
forecasting results.

Although problems with travel demand forecasts were
recognized, the importance of the forecasts, in the
transportation planning and decIsion-making process
continued to grow in the 1960·s and 1970's. This was for
several reasons. With the construction of urban freeways
in most large metropolitan areas in the United States
during the late 19.50's and the 1960's, a better
understanding was gained of the tremendous social,
economic, and environmental impacts associated with
these facilities. In recognition of the importance of these
impacts, detailed socioeconomic and environmental
analyses became a requirement in the evaluation of
transportation alternatives. These analyses have been
very dependent on a large number of detailed outputs
from the travel demand forecasting process.

In addition, during the 1960's and 1970's, groups
opposing highway construction projects became much
better organized and required transportation planners and
decision-makers to provide much more detailed
justification for proposed projects. Since the primary
justification for constructing most urban highway
facilities has been to serve vehicular rather than person
travel demand, traffic projections soon came under closer
scrutiny and were often challenged by community and
environmental groups.

The 1970's were a period during which highway
construction costs escalated at a rapid rate, while
government budgets in general and highway budgets in
particular were restrained. As a result, potential highway
construction projects were required to be evaluated not
only on their own merits, but also in comparison with
other highway alternatives. Insufficient funds were
available to construct all of the facilities that were
considered necessary. Expected travel demand became an
important criterion in pr lcr ltiaing projects.

The 1970's also witnessed a change in emphasis from
the construction of new capital-intensive transportation
facilities to improved management of existing facilieies,
In evaluating alternatives, it became necessary to analyze
the expected travel demand impacts of a number of
transportation system management (T5M) measures in
addition to the traditional build and no-build alternatives,
The standard travel demand forecasting models proved to
be ineffective in estImating the impacts of many of these
TSM alternatives; therefore, revised traffic forecasting
procedures had to be adopted.

These changes in the transportation planning process
dictated the need for improved travel demand forecasts.
Subsequent research focussed on the development of
better mathematical models that were sensitive to the
critical variables that determined travel behavior. A
second area given more attention was the quality of the
land use and network description data used as input to the
models. A third means to improve travel demand
forecasts was to refine the assigned traffic volumes that
result from the computerized travel demand process.
This area, until recently, has not received a great deal of
research focus, yet it is a task confronting almost all
practicing travel demand forecasters. These refinements
are essential if traffic forecasts are to pass
reasonableness tests. .

Although refinement of system-level traffic forecasts
is. widely practiced, until the present no standardized

procedures existed which were documented nationwide
use. One of the primary purposes of the research
conducted in this study was to document procedures that
could be used nationwide to develop and refine highway
project planning and design traffic data.

Although the research investigated the role of
computerized travel demand forecasts in the development
of traffic data, its focus was not on means to improve the
computer forecasts themselves, but instead it focussed on
the use and refinement of the data produced by computer
forecasts. The user's manual produced through the
research should serve to provide a means to translate the
results of system-level computerized forecasts into data
required for highway project planning and design studies.

RESEARCH APPROACH

A research approach was developed that would enable
various procedures used to develop highway traffic data
to be efficiently identified and evaluated. The most
promising procedures were later compiled into a user
or iented manual.

Three primary tasks were performed during the
research, as follows:

Task 1: In'lestigate Current Needs and Existing
Procedures. This task began with an extensive library
literature search coverlng a wide range of related topic
areas. Emphasis was placed on identifying documentation
of procedures used to refine or supplement computer
forecasts of travel demand, as opposed to documentation
of travel demand models and their associated software
packages.

Subsequent contacts were made with a number of
state and local governmental agencies throughout the
United States. A detailed questionnaire (Chapter Two)
was distributed to both the users and producers of traffic
da ta in these agencies. On the basis of the responses to
the questionnaire, a number of states were chosen for
follow-up personal and telephone interviews. In these
interviews more in-depth information was obtained

'regarding promising procedures and the use of traffic data
in highway project planning and design.

Task 2: E'laluate and Recommend Appropriate
Procedures. The approach used in this task was to
evalua te a large number of promising procedures for
potential inclusion in the user's manual to be developed in
Task 3. To accomplish this effort, series of evaluation
criteria were established to serve as a basis for
comparison. The available procedures within various
categories were compared whenever possible using these
criteria. The categories and criteria used in the study are
documented in Chapter Two.

Using the findings obtained from the evaluation and
knowledge of the current state of the art obtained from
Task 1, a set of procedures was recommended for use by
practitioners. These procedures were tested using data
from actual traffic forecasting studies wherever possible.
These results and subsequent modifications to the
procedures became the basis for developing a user's
manual.

Task 3: Prepare a User's ~anual with Illustrative Case
Studies. A primary thrust of the research effort was to
develop a user-or-iented manual of field-tested
procedures. The recommended procedures from Task. 2
were packaged along with three i1lustratlve case studies
as the basis for the manual (see Appendix to this report).

As a final step, the findings obtained from the
development of the procedures and case studies were used
to identify future research needs in this area. These
needs are documented in Chapter Four of this report.

ORGANIZATION AND USE OF THE RESEARCH REPORT

This research report is structured to provide pertinent
information to transportation managers and to traffic
planners and designers regarding the findings of NCHRP



Research Project 8-26 which resulted in the
documentation of a number of procedures for the
development of highway traffic data for project planning
and design in urban areas.

Chapters One through Four of the research report
document the project findings, applications, and
conclusions, which will be of primary benefit to
administrators and project managers. This information
will also provide traffic planners and designers with
background relating to the technical procedures presented
in the accompaning user's manual.

Exhibit 1 in Chapter Two provides a copy of the
questionnaire sent to highway agencies around the country
together with summary data of the responses to a number

CHAPTER 2

FINDINGS

TRAFFIC REFINEMENT ISSUES

In order to obtain in-depth information about the
development and use of traffic data for highway project
planning and design, a three-stage analysis process was
used:

1. A literature search was conducted.
2. A questionnaire covering various issues was sent to

a number of agencies.
3. Personal Interviews were conducted with selected

users and producers of traffic data.

The literature search concentrated on identifying
existing documentation of procedures available from
research findings and agency reports. Much of the
pertInent and usable information related to deriving time
of-day, directional distribution, or design hour volumes
from average daily traffic (ADT) volumes or from traffic
counts taken during specific periods of time at certain
times of the year.

Two documents reviewed were user manuais on traffic
refinement procedures for computer model output of
travel demand. One article focused on generating turning
movements from computer model output, while several
documents pertained to specific uses of traffIc data, such
as for highway design or environmental (Le., air, noise,
energy) studies.

Many of the documents received from agencies were
reports on studles that they had performed. Generally,
the methodologies used in the studies were not discussed
in enough detail to be useful as procedure documentation;
however, the informatIon was used to develop follow-up
questions for the personal interviews.

In the second stage, a questionnalre was developed
which was designed to cover various issues relating to
traffic data development and use for highway project
planning and design. A copy of the questionnaire is
inc luded in Exhib It 1.

Questions relating to departmental organization were
asked to determine the relationships between traffic data
providers and users and to obtain the names of persons to

. contact for additional information. Several questions
related to the type and availability of traffic count data
thatare. required for certain analysis procedures. A
number of questions related to the type and use of.
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of the questions. The user's manual provided in the
Appendix, represents a state-of-the-art presentation of
procedures that can be used to refine, detail, and utilize
traffic volume data obtained from computerized traffic
forecasts. This user's manual is primarily for use by
traffic analysts who must provide suitable traffic data to
highway planners, designers, and environmental planners.

The user's manual provides an overview of the various
uses of traffic data. followed by detailed descriptions of
analysis procedures covering IO related categories. Three
case studies are included to illustrate the application of
these procedures to typical highway planning and design
situations. The manual is self-contained and requires no
reference to other parts of this research report.

system-level computerized travel demand forecasts,
because these forecasts serve as the base for the
development of most project-level traffic data. Next,
respondents were asked to describe the procedures they
used for refIning computerized system-level travel
demand forecasts for use at the project level.
Information regarding traffic data used for evaluation of
alternatives, environmental analyses, and highway design
was also solicited. Finally, questions were asked about
procedures for forecasting time-of-day characteristics of
traffic, vehicle classification data, and speed, delay, and
queue length data.

The questionnaire was sent to 45 governmental
agencies responsible for developing project-level traffic
data. Questionnaires were received from agencies in 38
of the 45 agencies contacted. Summary of questionnaire
results from 38 agencies are displayed on the
questionnaire. The number of respondents is shown in
parentheses for each response. The total number of
respondents answering anyone question may vary. Some
agencies answered more than one response to some
questions and did not answer others.

Upon receipt of the completed questionnaires,
personal interviews were conducted with developers and
users of traffic data at both the state and local level in a
total of 10 states. In developing a list of agencies to
visit, two primary selection criteria were applied: (1)
geographic distribution, and (2) availability of promising
procedures. During these interviews in-depth questions
were asked relating to the responses provided in the
questionnaire, particularly regarding promising procedures
and problems encountered in -the use t:,I traffic data. In
addltion, a number of follow-up telephone conversations
were conducted with questionnaire respondents who were
not able to be personally interviewed.

The following sections describe the major findings
from the questionnaire responses and the personal
interviews, segmented Into various categories. In many
cases, the personal interviews provided insight into
specific techniques that had been summarized in the
questionnaire responses. These findings have not been
sub jected to statisrlcal analysis and are applicable only to
the responding agencies. Therefore, the findings should
only be used for informative purposes.
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E.xhibit 1 Questionnaire for NCHRP Project 8-26:
Development at highway data for project planning and design in urbanized areas.

DATA ABOUT PERSON BEING INTERVIEWED:
Name:
Title:
Address;

Telephone Number:
Brief description of interviewee's traffic forecasting

responsibilities:

DEPARTME~TAL OR~~IZATION

1. Could we obtain an organilational chart which shows how the
sections responsible for the collection, analysis, and fore
casting of t~affic data fit into the departmental structure?

2. Please identify the section within the department which is
responsible for each of the following:

(a) Traffic counting
Name of section:
Name of responsible person:
Telephone number:

(b)

(c)

Analvsis of traffic count data
Nal.le~of section:
~ame of responsible person:
Telephone numb~r:

Systems planning
Name of section:
Name of responsible person:
Telephone number:

Traffic forecasting for systems planning
Name of section:
Name of responsible person:
Telephone number:

(e) Highway project planning and evaluation
Name of section:
Name of responsible person:
Telephone number:

(f) Traffic forecasting and traffic data analysis for
project planning and evaluation

Name of section:
Name of responsible person:
Telephone number:

(g) Environmental analyses for project planning
Name of section:
Name of responsible person:
Telephone number:

(h) Preparation of traffic data for environmental analyses
Name of section:
Name of responsible pe~son:

Telephone number:

(i) Highway design
Name of section:
Name of responsible person:
telephone n~mber:
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Exhibit 1 Continued

(j) T~affic forecasting for highway design
Name of section:
Name of responsible person:
Telephone nurrber:

(k) Traffic operations analysis for highway design
Name of section:
Name of responsible person:
Telephone number:

3. In addition to the groups identified above, which other
sections within the department use traffic data?

Maintenance
Developers
Citizen Groups

Typical Responses: Financial analysis
District engineers Right-of-Way
Safety Research

. Structures (bridge) . Materials (Geotechnic)
4. For tHose sections which are responsible for forecasting
and analyzing traffic data for highway project planning and
design, could we obtain a job description for section staff
members, including educational requirements?

Several responded.

5. What lS the role of MFO's in providing traffic data for
use in ~ighway project planning and design studies?

Land use/socioeconomic projections

Traffic forecasts

Perform traffic counts

Policy guidance

No role

Other

(13)

( 6)

( 6)

( 2)

(14)

( 3)

EXISTING TRAFFIC DATA

1. Which of the following traffic counts are made as part of
highway project planning and design studies?

(a) Road tube counts Yes (38) No~
How long are counts maae-at each rocation?
24hr (15); 48hr (14); 3 to 7 days (4); 2 weeks (2)
What time increment is reported?
15 min i!L 30 min ill 1 hr il2) 24 hr LUU Other -OJ

(2)

(3)

ADT

. None
(15)

(11). Daily
variation

(IS)

(22)
. Monthly

variation
Turning movement counts Yes -lIIl No~
How long are counts made at each location?
4-6hr (8); 8-12hr (l7); 14-16hr (7); 24hr (2)
What time increment is reported?
lS min 11.Q) 30 min ill 1 h r J.1..l)

What type of correction factors are applied to the
count data?
. Axles

. Seasonal
variation

(b)

What type of correction and expansion factors are
applied to the count data?

ADT (20) Seasonal (12) Other (5)

Daily ( 4) Diurnal ( 2) None (7)
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Exhibit 1 Continued

(c) Vehicle classification counts Yes (37); No (1)
How long are counts made at each location?
3-4hr (3) i 6-12hr (19): 14-24hr (ll
What time increment is reported?

15 min. (2) i 60 min. (33)

2. Are any other traffic count data normally requested as
part of a highway project planning or design study?

• Pedestrian

• Directional split

• Design hour volume

• High occupancy vehicles

Other

TRAFFIC FORECASTING

(4)

(5)

(7)

(2)

(2)

2. What urban areas within your state have ongoi~g computerize=
travel demand forecasting processes? Are highway project
planning and design traffic data based upon these computerized
forecasts? .

1. Is a ~tatewide travel demand forecast performed by your
department? If so, is it computerized and for what years is
traffic forecast?

Yes (13); No (23)

If yes, computerized? Yes (8); No (4)
If yes, time increments used? 5 yr (2) i 10 yr (1); 20 yr (5); over 20 yr

(2) .

Virtually all urban areas reported have computerized processes.
Highway plans based on forecasts? Yes (26); No (2)

3. What type of regular traffic
department have?

Permanent count stations (24)
Seasonal stations ( 5)
Cordon counts ( 3)

counting program does
Periodic counts

1 yr (6)
2 yr (4)
4 yr (2)
Over 4 yr (1)

the

4. Are annual reports SUrnmarl%lng basic traffic data issued?
Could we obtain copies of any which are used to develop
correction factors or growth factors which are used in traffic
forecasting? .

Frequency of issue:

5. Do you have standard request forms
If so, could we obtain a copy of each?
counts requested?

1 yr (24)
2 yr ( 3)
Over 2 yr (1)

Ang~t~ map ( 1)
for traffic counts?Yes(l1);
If not, how are traf:ic

No (24)

Several obtained
. Cthar requests via • memo (19)

• phone (8)

6. What is the average turnaround time from date of request
to actual receipt of traffic count data?

Less than 2 wk (l3)
2-4 wk (17)

. Over 1 month ( 4)

7. Could you provide us with copies of t~affic co~nt data
collection and data summary forms?

Several provided.
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3. ~hc tas responsibility fo~ producing the co~?uterizec

travel ce~anc forecasts in each urban area?
· State nOT (34)

MPO (15)
· Local Agencies ( 4)
• Consultants ( 1)

4. Are separate computerized forecasts typically made for
each alternative being studied in a project planning stucy?
What years are forecasts normally made for?

( 3)
(33)

15 yr
. 20+ yr

· Base year (14)
Construction year (5)
5 yr ( 4)

· 10 yr ( 9)
5. Are standarized FH~A or UMTA procedures used in perforQing
the travel de~and forecasts? Is so, arp they flowcharted? Is
the process documented? Could we obtain copies of documenta
tion, including flow charts, if available?

FHWA only ( 6)
UTPS only ( 5)
Both FHWA and UTPS (22)
Other ( 3)

Very few are flow charted.
6. when were the models last calibrated? Has any work bee~

cone to validate or update the models since that time?
Last calibrated Validated since then

Before 1970 ( 5) 1977-1979 (10) Yes (18)
· 1970-1972 (4) 1980 or . No (1])
· 19 7 3-19 76 (12 ) 1ate r ( 4)

7. Dc you per=orm base (present) year validation runs as
pait of the computerizec travel dewand process for high~ay

project planning or design studies?

Yes (20)
No (14)

8. Dc yOu use a more detailed zone syste~ and code a more
cetaile= highway network within the corridor being studied?

. Yes (13)

. No (21)

Years available:
. 2000 (17)
. 2005 (3)

9. Whc prcvides the land use (socio-economic) data that is
usee ~n the forecasting process? What land use (socio-econo~ic)

variables are used? For what years are these forecasts
available? Number of data
Providers: variables used:
· MPO (15). less than 5 (15)

Local Agencies ( 6) • 6-10 ( 9)
· State DOT ( 4) • over 10 ( .1)

10. What type of modal cheice process is used in the travel
de~an= forecasts?

Computer models used? Various manual and computer
Yes (17) models used.
No (6)

11. Is your computer assignment process all-Qr-nothing,
capacity-restrained, or stochastic? Which model do you use for
computerized forecasts? Do you code globa~ speed/capacity
tables or separate speeds and capacities for each link in the
network?

Type of Assignment;
· All-or-nothing (16)

Capacity restrained (14)
Stochastic ( 3)

Coding used for
speeds and capacities:

Global values
. Link specific values

( 5)
(17)
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12. Are your assignments ADT, peak period, or peak hour? If
they are peak period or peak hour, what factors do you apply
to 24 hour trip tables to obtain peak period or peak hour trip
tables for assignment?

ADT (31)
Peak Period (3) - Home interview survey results, diurnal
Peak Hour (0) count data.
AWDT ( 2)

13. Do your assignments produce turning movements at major
intersections?

· Yes (30)

No (6)

14. Do you plot computerized assignments manually or use
computer plots of traffic assignments?

Manually (14)
• Computer (16)

Both ( 6)

15. In areas where computerized traffic assignments are not·
available, how do you perform traffic forecasts? Is this
process documented? Is so could we receive a copy of the
documentation?

· Historical trends (29)
• Regression equations (2)

Processes were rarely docurnented~

l~. Has your department analyzed
priority treat~ent alternatives?
forecasting procedures were used?
tion of these procedures?

· Yes (17)
· No (17)

Procedures:
. ~anual pivot point (1)
. NCHRP 187 Quick Response (1)

Manual diversion curves (1)
F~Q models (2)
Other (5)

high occupancy vehicle
If ~o, what travel demand

Could we receive docurnenta-

Documentation provided for most procedures.

TRAFFIC REFINEMENT PROCEDURES

1. Has your agency adopted standardized procedures for refin
ing computerized system level travel demand forecasts for use
at the project level? Is so, are these procedures documented?
Can JHK receive a copy of the documentation? If standardized
procedures have not been adopted for refining system level
forecasts, describe how refinements are normally made?

• Yes (1:)
. No (13)

Received documentation for available ~rocedures.

2. For any refinement ~~ocedures used by your agency in
developing project level traffic forecasts, please provide
the following information: Typical resp~nses follow:

(a) Give a basic description of methodology.
Use historical trends (9)
Check land use ( 3)
Professional judgment (10)
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(b) What are the required data inputs?
· Historical traffic counts
· Turning movements
· Land use (base and future "years"~
· Traffic assignments ~

(10)
( 3)
( B)
( 4)

11

(c) What are the manpower, trainin~ and cost require~ents?

· Time consuming (II)
• Other variable answers.

Cd} What level of accuracy is required of the computer
forecasts?

+ 10% (5)-
+ 5% (l)-
+ 15% (1)-
+ 20% (1)-

(e) Are there built-in biases in the procedure?
Requires knowledge of study area (11)
Doesn't account for induced land use changes (11)

· Uses straight line extrapolation ( 1)
· All local roads must be manually assigned (l)
· Based on unreasonable land use foreca~ts ( 1)

(f) Are reasonableness checks used to cneck outpUts of
the procedure?

• Yes (16)

(g) In'what types of applications has the procedure bee~

used?
System planning (6)
Corridor studies (2)
Highway design (8)

· Evaluation of al~rnatives (1)

(h) Have there been problems in

Computer turnaround time (1)
. Unavailability of data (1)
. Inconsistencies (1)

applying the procec~re?

. Unreasonable growth rate

. Difficult to comprehend
future conditions (1)

( 1)

(i) What suggested improvements to the procedure do you
have?

• More current traffic counts (1)
· More current land use data and forecasts (1)
• More detailed networks and zones (1)

Bring policy forecasts'to reality (2)

3. How do you adjust system l~vel forecast data in cases in
which the forecast year for the highway project is different
than the forecast year for the computerized systems level
forecast?

Extrapolate" or Interpolate (11)
Use historical growth rates (14)
Factor trip table ( 2)

4. Do you have procedures for deriving turning movement
data from link volume data? If so, are they documented,
and could JHK receive a copy of the documentation? If
documentation is not available, please describe the procedure .

• Yes (1) - Documentation sent
• No (4)

Most agencies use professional judgment.
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5. Do you have procedures for developing traffic volume data
for a more detailed network than that in the systems forecast?
If so, are they documented, and could JHK receive a copy of
the documentation? If documentation is not available, please
describe the procedure.

Windowing technique (3 j~
· NCHRP Report 187 Quick Response (2)

• Professional jUdgment (3)
6. How do you derive traffic volume data for alternative
network assumptions for which separate travel demand forecasts
have not been prepared? If such procedures are documented}
could JHK receive a copy of the documentation?

· Select link analysis ( 3)

· Professional jUdgment (11)

TRAFFIC DATA FOR EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES

1. What traffic data are usually produced for the evaluation
of highway project alternatives?

(1)
( 1)
( 2)
( 1)

· Speeds
• VIC ratios
· Turning movements
· 18-kip equivalents

· ADT (S)
Diurnal percentage (5)

· Directional distribution (2)
· Truck percentage (4)
• VMT (3)
· VHT (2)

2. Is a standardized for~at used for presenting traffic
~eval~ation data? If so could we receive a copy of the
speci!ications for presenting the data or a copy of a sa~~:e

report which shows hc~ traffic evaluation data are preser.tec?

. Yes (8)
No (23)

Some documentation received.
TRAFFIC DATA FOR ENVIRONl~~TAL ANALYSES

1. What traffic data are normally produced for input to
environmental analyses?

ADT (6)
· Speed (1)
· Vehicle classification (7)
• Design hour volume (4)

VMT ()}
. Diurnal l?F:!~ centages (1)
. Directional distribution (1)

2. If the data which are input to environmental analyses are
prepared in a standard format, would you provide us with a
copy of the forms which are used for preparing the data?

. Yes ( 9)

. No (18)

Some forms provided for specific models.

3. What enviro~ental models which your agency uses require
traffic data, and what traffic data are required as input to
each model?

Air Quality: Noise:
HOBILE 1 (15) FHWA procedure (J)
CALINE (14 ) STAMINA 1.0 (8 )
APRAC ( 2) SNAP (6)
Hn;AY 2 ( 1) HUSH (1)
Kansas Air
Pollution Energy:Package 2)
Other 2) NCHRP 20-7 (1 )

ENERGY (4 )
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TRAFFIC DATA FOR HIGHKAY DESIGN

1. what traffic data are normally produced for input to
high~ay desig~ studies? How are these data used in highway
design? .

ADT (34)
Diurnal percentages (30)
Directional distribution (11)
Truck percentages (27)

Turning movements
Geometries
Speed
Accidents

(13)
( 2)
( 2)
( 1)

2. Are standardized formats used for highway design traffic
data? Is so, would you provide us with a copy of the format
for presenting these data?

· Yes (13);
· No l21)

Several forms provided.

3. Khat capacity analysis procedures is your agency presently
using, both an arterial streets and freeways?

· 1965 Highway Capacity Manual (22)
· TRB Circular 212 (10)
· Leisch Charts ( 2)
· Critical Lane Volumes ( 5)
· AASHTO ( 3)
· NCHRP 187 - Quick Response ( 1)
· ViC ratios ( 2)

SPECIFIC PROCEDURES FOR PRODUCING TRAFFIC DATA

1. Do you have procedures for forecasting changes in the
percentage of traffic which travels during the AM and PM peak
hours, changes in directional distribution by time of day, and
changes in diurnal curve characteristics? If thes~ procedures
are documentec, would you send JHK a copy of the documentation?
If not, please describe the procedures.

· Yes (II) - Historical count ~rends (8); land use changes (2)
No (21)

2. How do you forecast changes in vehicle mix? If you have
doc~~ented these procedures would you send the documentation
to JHK?

• Historical classification count trends (12)
· No procedure used (12)

3. How do you forecast operating speed data? Do you have
special procedures for. calculating average operating speeds in
the vicinity of intersections or bottleneCKs where traffic is
stopped at certain times? If your procedures are documented
would you send the documentation to JHK?

. VIC ratio and speed relationships
Speed ar.d delay studies

. 1965 Highway Capacity Manual Curves

(7 )
(5 )

. (J j

Engineer~ng ludqment (4)
No procedure used (S)

4. Are you required to perform queuing analysis for inter
sections or at bottlenecks? Is so, what procedures do you use?
Do you use special procedures for calculating queues where
demand exceeds capacities? Would you provide JHK with a
documentation of your queuing analysis procedures?

No (l 8)
Yes (IO) - Poisson distributions (3) i Alternate arrival m~thnrl (1)'

engineering handbook (I); 1965 Highway Capacity
Manual (3); AASHTO (2) .

~o special procedures cited for over-capacity conditions.
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Role of the Metropolitan Planning Organization in
Producing Traffic Data

Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MP<Ys) play a
variety of roles in providing traffic data for use in
highway project planning and design studies.. In 14 states,
the MPO plays no role in providing traffic or
socioeconomic data for use in the traffic forecasting
process. Few MPO's perforrn the traffic forecasts or
provide traffic count data] approximately half of the
MPO's mainly provide land.:use/socloeconomic data and
policy guidance. In the vast 'majority of states the state
DOT is the agency primarily responsible for developing
facility level traffic data for major highway
improvements in urban areas, while the MP<Ys role is to
provide selected input data and policy guidanc~.

Traffic Data Collection

All agencles conduct some type of regular counting
program. Two-thirds of the agencies have permanent
counting starionsr one-third count major state highways at
least once every 2 years, and less than 10 percent report
seasonal counts. A majority of states publish an annual
report of traffic volumes, although some now only publish
an annual traffic flow map. The permanent count stations
are important because they provide good historical trend
data, diurnal curve information, and indications of
seasonal, monthly, and daily traffic variations.

All of the responding agencies take road tube counts,
usually for periods of 24 or 48 hours at each location.
Most agencies report the counts in 60 minute intervals.
Two-thirds of the responding agencies apply seasonal
correction factors, one-third apply axle and daily
variation factors, and three states do not adjust their
counts. It would appear that in a number of cases
additional refinements to road tube count data are called
for if these data are to be useful in the development of
project level traffic forecast data.

All agencies, but one, take tuming movement counts.
Most counts are for 8 to 12 hours, with the remainder
evenly split for shorter and longer durations. Two-thirds
of the agencies report in 15-minute time increments and
the remainder report in 60~minute increments. The
majority of the agencies use an expansion factor to ~ 24
hour count, and several apply a seasonal factor. In those
states where only 6o-minute time intervals are reported,
peak hour turning movement volumes may be
underreported if the peak hour does not correspond to the
reporting period. In most states, however, data are
collected during peak hoursr therefore, a keydata input to
the development of future year turning movement data is
almost universally available•

.. AI( agencies, but one, have vehicle classification
counts available. Most counts range from 6 to 12 hours
with one-third ranging from 14 to 24 hours. Almost all of
the states report these counts in 60-minute increments,
which are then factored up to 24-hour values based on
road tube counts. Because truck percentages are quite
different during the hours that are not normally counted,
truck ADT's are often mlsreported, In several states this
has resulted in inadequate pavement thickness design.

Two-thirds of the respondents do not use a standard
request -form for traffic counts, relying on a memo letter
or a phone call. for traffic count requests. The average

"turnaround time for traffic count data is 2 to 8 weeks,
depending on the type of data requested and the staff
work load at the time of the request. The length of time
required to obtain traffic count data must be incorporated
into the development of schedules for producing highway
traffic data, particularly in those states where slow
turnaround times are common.

Traffic Forecasting

Statewide traffic forecasting is performed In a
minority of the states surveyed with two-thirds of the
statewide forecasts computerized. All but two of the
agencies responded that the urban areas within their state
have ongoing computerized travel demand forecasting
processes, and that highway project planning and design
trafflc data are based on these forecasts. The state
DOT's are mainly responsible for producing the
computerized forecasts within the urban areas, while the
MPO is in charge of the forecasts in a number of the
larger urban areas. A few agencies employ consultants to
perform their traffle forecasts.

Most of the responding agencies run separate
computerized traffic forecasts for' each highway
alternative belng evaluated in a project planning study.
All but four of these agencies use standardized FHWA
004, HI) or UMTA (1tS) models for developing travel
demandforecasts, manyusing a combination of the two
modeling chains. Typically there is an FHWA modeling
base combined with a few UTPS programs. A few
agencies have developed supplemental programs to work
with the FHWA/UTPS packages.

Three-quarters of the traffic forecasting models have
been calibrated since 1973, with half of these calibrated
since 1977. Ten percent have not been calibrated since
they were developed in the late 1960's. Several states
mentioned they were waiting for the 1980 census
population and land-use data to recalibrate their models.
Approximately 60 percent of the models have been
validated since they were calibrated, and the same
number of agencies perform base year validations as part
of theIr computerized travel demand forecasts.

In the majority of the states, the MPO's and local
governments provide the land-use/socioeconomic data for
input to the forecasting process. Approxlmately two
thirds of the states use five or fewer .variables in the
model, and most states have available land-use forecasts
for every 10 years up to the year 2000. A few states are
currently developing forecasts for the year 2005, but
generally system-level traffic forecasts are not available
for the years for which facilities are presently being
designed (l.e., construction year plus 20 years).

The agencies are equally split on using all-or-nothing
or capacity restraint assignment processes. Only three
agencies responded that they use a stochastic assignment
process. Severa! agencies indicated they had capacity
restraint capability but did not always exercise it either
because of the costs involved or because they would
rather manually restrain the roadways. Most of the
agencies code specific speed and capacities tor each link
in the network. However. these speeds/capacities may be
based on facility type and the number of lanes instead of
on actual ccndltlons, .

The majority of the states produce 24-hour traffic
assignments in those urban areas' where computerized
forecasts are performed. A constant peak hour factor of
8 to 10 percent is used, depending on the type of facility,
historical count trends, and knowledge of future land use.
Most of the agencies have the FHWA PLAN PAC (104,
111) capability of producing turning movements but they
: not exercise it on all runs. The agencies are split

equally on manual versus computer plots, and several
agencies use both, depending on the extensiveness of the
project.

Traffic Refinement Procedures

Few of the agencies reported that they had
standardized procedures to refine computerized system-



level traffic forecasts for use at the project level.
Almost all of the documented refinement procedures
involved some type of comparison between base year
simulated and actual traffic volumes. If such refinement
procedures are to be used in agencies which do not
presently use them, base year validation runs would have
to be made In the states that do not presently do so.
Undocumented procedures obtained with the responses
typically combine an extensive amount of engineering
judgment with local knowledge of historical traffic
volume and land-use changes. Few agencies have
specified a level of accuracy required of the computer
forecasts in matching base year traffic volumes on the
facilities beIng studied.

Several problems associated with the refinement
procedures presently in use were cited. By factoring
forecast volumes up or down by as much as base year
simulated volumes are over or under base year traffic
count data, the refined future year traffic volumes tend
to be biased toward existing land-use patterns.
Therefore, changes in traffic volume due to large new
developments may be inadvertently lowered or raised
more than is appropriate. In addition. almost all the
documented refInement procedures are time consuming
and require that considerable professional judgment be
applied. Additional expense is often involved in obtaining
base year traffic count data throughout the entire study
area affected by a proposed roadway improvement.

The majority of agencies use growth factors derived
from historical trends or from interpolation/extrapolation
curves to adjust system-level traffic forecasts in cases
where the forecast year for the highway project is
different from the forecast year for the computer
forecast. The exact year in which planned land-use
developments will occur is often not taken into account.

Most agencies have turning movement capability
within their computerized traffic assignment processes.
However, several agencies responded that the turning
movement data from the computerized process are not
usable without substantial refinement. Of those states
that do not forecast turning movement data with the
computer, engineering judgment based on historical
counts is the most common methodology employed. .

Most states do not have procedures for developing
traffic volume data for a more detailed network than that
used in a system-level traffic forecast. Several states
indicated that their highway networks were already
detailed enough, thus obviating this need. Other states
use various manual assignment procedures, windowing
techniques, and/or engineering judgment.

ApproxImately one-half of the respondents Indicated
that separate travel demand forecasts are made for all
alternative network assumptions. The remainder use
engineering judgment or supplemental computer data to
redistribute trips.

In areas- where computer traffic assignments are not
available, the use of historical traffic trends to forecast
traffIc Is widespread. In these cases, at least cursory
consideration is given to planned land-use changes in the
study area surrounding a proposed highway improvement.

Traffic Data for the Evaluation of Alternatives

Very few of the respondents reported that they have a
list of standardized traffic data that are produced for use
in the evaluation of alternatives, Data requirements vary
from project to project depending on the critical issues
associated with each project. Most agencies do perform
some type of benefit-cost analysis during project planning
studies. In addition, traffic data are normally included in
some type of evaluation report or matrix used by
decision-makers to choose among alternatives.
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Traffic Data for Environmental Analyses

Traffic data are required for three major categories of
environmental analysis: air quality, noise, and energy
consumption. These types of analyses are performed in
almost all states as part of the environmental impact
statement process, although simplified procedures are
usually used where impacts are not expected to be
significant.

Most agencies responded that they used some version
of the air quality computer models MOBILE (33), CALINE
(I2, 100), and HIWAY (78) for emissions and dispersion
analyses. These modelS require houriy traffic data
stratified by vehicle class and by operating speed
categories. Although intersection-level air quality
analyses are not performed in most states, these analyses
have recently been performed with a greater degree of
regularity.

Virtually all agencies that perform energy analyses
base these analyses on procedures developed by the
California Department of Transportation and contained in
the U.S. Department of Transportation Manual Erergy
Requirements for Transportation Systems (l02). hese
procedures require average daily traffic data throughout
the design life of the facility. These data must be
stratified by vehicle class. congestion level, and operating
speed.

The most commonly used noise models are those based
on the F,HWA Highway Traffic Noise "Predlction Method
(la, 105, 110) and its computerized versions SNAP (2, 14)
orSTAMINA (83). These models require as input-data
level-of-service IIC" auto volumes, operating speeds, and
design hour truck volumes.

Traffic Data for Highway Design

The major uses of traffic data in highway design are
for capacity analyses and pavement design. Two-thirds of
the agencies report that they exclusively use the 1965
Highway CapaCity Manual (38) for capacity calculations
on arterial streets and freeways. One-third are using the
interim capacity materials in TRB Circular 212 (45), and
scattered agencies are using the Leisch tables 05"f," other
critical movement analyses, and/or AASHTO (6)
procedures. -

Most agencies report that they use procedures outlined
in AASHTO's Interim Guide for Desi n of Flexible
Pavement Structures .5 for pavement design. These
procedures require that annual vehicle classification data
be converted into equivalent 18,OOO-pound single-axle
loads (I8-kip equivalents) for all years during the design
life of the pavement structure.

Ot:her Data Requirements

Almost all agencies report that system-level traffic'
forecasts are performed using 24-hour data. Design-hour
or peak-hour volumes are then derived by multiplying
daily volumes by a peak-hour percentage. In almost all
states the peak-hour percentage used is either a standard
percentage determined by roadwcy type or a percentage
derived from historical traffic count data on the facility
being studied. In the few cases where peak-hour
percentages are changed from base year conditions, these
changes are based primarily on professional judgment or
diurnal data from other facilities with traffic
characteristics similar to those forecasted for the facility
under study.

Most agencies report that base year directional
distributIon and vehicle classification percentages are
assumed to hold for future years. For new facilities
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PROCEDURES TO PRODUCE TRAFFIC DATA

Table 1. Categorization of. procedures.

On the basis of the procedures identified during the
literature search, interview processes, and subsequent
development and refinement of additional methods, a set
of procedures has been prepared that can be used to
develop traffic data for hIghway project planning and
design. These procedures, presented in detail in the
Appendix (User's Manual), represent a combination of
existing techniques and new or modIfied procedures.

A total of 10 categories of procedures were identified
for consideration. These categories are given in Table l.
The categories include procedures to refine and detail

percentages are typically derived from similar facilities
elsewhere in the same urban area. tn some cases these
percentages are modified using professional judgment to
account for new land use developments that are
forecasted to occur in the area of the facility being
studied.

Most of the responding agencies use volume-to
capacity (VIC) ratios, or speed and delay studies to
forecast highway speed data. Some agencies assume no
difference between base year and future year speeds. No
responding agency had special procedures for calculating
speeds in the vicinity of intersections or bottlenecks
where traffic is stopped at certain times. Similarly, few
of the responding agencies are required to perform
queuing analyses for intersections or bottlenecks, or to
use speclal procedures for calculating queues where
demand exceeds capacity. The agencies that perform
these analyses use either the 196.' Highway Capacity
Manual (38), Poisson distributions, or a measurement of
delay procedure.

system-level link-volume forecasts (categories 1 through
4) and procedures to derive specific traffic data needs,
such as turning movements, hourly volumes, directional
traffic. distributions, and vehicle classifications
(categories 5 through 8). Category 9 concentrates on
procedures which use these traffic data to produce speed,
delay, and queuing information for input to environmental
models and capacity analyses. The final set of procedures
(category 10) produce appropriate data for highway
pavement design.

Once an inventory of existing procedures had been
prepared, as discussed above, an evaluation process was
used to select the most appropriate procedures. In order
to accomplish this task, a basic list of evaluation criteria
was developed.

These criteria were based on the following considera
tions:

tives,

• In what circumstances can the procedure be
effectively used?

• Is the procedure logical and sensible?
• Are the procedure's underlying assumptions and

mechanics intuitively correct?
• Is the procedure sensitive to the critical variables

which determine the values of the traffic data?
• What is the relative accuracy of the procedure?
• What is the general availability of required data

inputs?
• What are the time and cost requirements for

obtaining the required input data and for applying the
procedure? .

• Is the procedure easy to use? Is it understandable,
or is it effectively a black box to its user?

• How easy is it to make errors with the procedure?
• Can the results be easily checked for

reasonableness?
• Has the procedure been adequately documented

and field tested? If not, what is required in terms of
documentation and field testlng?

• Have special problems been identified with the
procedure?

1. Type of project:
• Construction of a new freeway or major

arterial through a corridor.
• Upgrading an existing highway facility.
• Localized roadway improvements.
• Transportation sy~· m management alterna-

It was necessary that exIsting alternative procedures
be evaluated within the context of the data requirements
for each of a number of specific types of projects and for
varying conditions of data and systems-level forecast
availability. For example, a procedure that would be
evaluated as ''poor" under the condition in which detailed
computer travel demand analysis information is available
for each alternative might be the best procedure available
to develop certain traffic data when only a single
systems-level computer forecast is available. Therefore,
each alternative procedure was assessed within the
context ~f different scenarios.

These scenarios were defined along several
dimensions, as follows:

Procedure

Procedures to refine computerized
traffic volume forecasts

Procedures to determine design hour
volume and other time-of-day data

Procedures to derive traffic data for
different forecast years

Procedures to derive turning movement
data

Procedures to derive traffic data for
alternative network assumptions

Procedures to derive traffic data for
more detailed networks

Procedures to derive directional
distribution data

5

2

3

6

7

Category

8

9

10

Procedur~s to determine vehicle
classification data

Procedures to calculate speed, delay,
and queuing data

Procedures to produce traffic data for
highway pavement design

2. Amount of computerized forecast data available:
• Detailed, high quality forecasts are available

for each alternative being studied.
• Sketch planning level forecasts are available

for each alternative being studied.
• A single systems-level forecast is available.
• The computerized forecasts either lack enough

detail or are nonexistent in the corridor under study.



3. Time and budget available:
• Adequate budget, relatively long time available

for analysis.
• Small budget and/or short time available for

analysis.

During the application of this evaluation process, it
was soon found that many of the categories In Table 1 had
few or no alternative procedures identified. As a result,
procedures for these categories had to be developed or
synthesized. Some categories had only one procedure
Identified in the inventory, and as a result no comparative
evaluation of alternatives was necessary prior to
recom mendations,

In virtually all cases, a detailed comparative
evaluation of alternatives was not found to be necessary
although the available procedures were still rated for
each of the criteria. This rating highlighted the
strengths, weaknesses, and key aspects of a recommended
procedure, thereby providing significant information for
the user's manual. In some instances, Identified
alternatives were clearly inferior and were ellminated, In
other instances, more than one alternatlve was
recommended, as each was more applicable than the other
under the different scenarios of data availability, analysis
time and cost limitations, and specific characteristics of
the highway project under analysis. And flnally, in some
instances it was concluded that the best elements of each
of the Identified alternatives should be combined into a
new procedure. The primary findings relating to the
alternative and recommended procedures in each of the
10 categories are discussed in the remainder of this
chapter. The details of each procedure are presented in
the user's manual.

Category 1 - Procedures to Refine Computerized Trufic
Volume Forecasts

The procedures in this category are aimed at refining
link volumes. The available techniques ranged from
simplified single-page guidelines to complex screenline
adjustments. (46, 88). Virtually all of them involved
considerable professional judgment in determining how
traffic should be adjusted between facilities.. Most
procedures look at a network of street assignments, while
some are appJied only on a link-by-link basis. One
commonality of the reviewed procedures seemed to be the
explicit or implicIt consideration of base year traffic
counts, land-use patterns, and traffic growth patterns in
the refinement procedures. The level of documentation in
this category was fair to good.

One link refinement procedure recommended is an
adaption of a methodology developed by JHK &:
Associates for the Maryland Department of
Transportation (46). This procedure includes an overall
check of the computer assignments followed by traffic
refinement at the link level. A comparison is made
between the base year and future year volumes and
capacities across a screenline to arrive at a refined
assignment. The procedure is modified by embedding
within 1t a methodology developed by the New York State
Department of Transportation (77). This techr ' .ue
adjusts for discrepancies between the base year traffic
forecasts and actual base year traffic counts. The
procedure is most applicable for performing corridor-level
analyses.

. A second procedure, select lInk analysis (104, 115), is
recommended for refining link volumes within asmall
study area or for defining travel patterns for reassign
ment of traffic in over-capacity conditions. A companion
method using zonal tree analysis 004, ill) is also
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recommended for these applications.

Category 2 - Procedures to Derive Traffic Data for
Alternative Network Assumptions

There are four basic situations to consider in this
category: (1) change in roadway capacity, (2) change in
roadway alignment, (3) construction of parallel roadways,
and (4) addition or subtraction of links.

Since most agencies surveyed rerun a computer model
for each network change, there were very few
documented procedures. The most sophisticated
techniques used are the "windowing" or "focussing"
procedures described In Category 3. These procedures
enable several alternative networks to be quickly
analyzed using a computer.

In other cases, the general trend has been to judg
mentally redistribute volumes from parallel lInks onto a
new or modified facility. In the first situation, a modified
screenline refinement procedure from Category I is
suggested for use. This procedure can account for
relative changes in roadway capacity, as long as total
screenllne trlps remain constant. Guidelines developed by
the State of Washington (ill) provided a good basis for
the development of a manual procedure, although more
specific explanations were required.

The latter three situations require a more rigorous
analysis of "travel patterns using select link or similar
data. Once this is done the screenline procedure from
Category I can be used to further smooth the volumes
across a screenline, Another procedure that is suggested
is essentially a manual reassignment process using
rnodlfled travel times (user-supplied) and the NCHRP
Report 187 assignment method (88). Therefore, the
procedures developed in this -category utilized a comb1n
ation of computer and manual techniques to produce
alternative network assignments in an efficient manner.

Category 3 - Procedure! to Develop Traffic Data for
More Detailed Networks

The two primary approaches documented in this
category involved either subarea focussing or subarea
windowing. In focussing, a more detailed network is
defined within the study area, leaving the remaining
network Intact. In wlndowing, a more detailed study area
network Is defined within a cordon. The remaining
network is then replaced by a series of external stations.

Each of the procedures involves the use of computer
models. Subarea focussing is presented as a computer
aided method based on the documentation of the North
Central Texas Council of Governments and Maricopa
Association of Governments, among others (75, 61).
Subarea windowing is documented in' greater-detail,
emphasizing the process used to conduct either a manual
or computer-aided procedure (76). The UMTA and FHWA
programs NAG and DONUT provide the base- for several
expanded windowing procedures used in certain urban
areas (ill, l.Q!). The experiences of the Minnesota and
Ohio Departments of Transportation were used as
prototypes (76). There was a divergence of opinion among
agencies between focussing versus windowing procedures,
but generally the approach has been to detail the study
area network prior to running any model. No fully manual
procedures were documented.

Less rigorous and computationally and data intensive
techniques were also developed. These techniques
concentrate on modifying the screenline and select link
procedures from Category I to "reallocate trips based on
relative base year and future year volumes, capacities,
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and/or travel patterns. Ail of the above procedures can
be considered in conjunctIon with one another.

Category 4 - Procedures to Derive Traffic: Volumes for
Different Forecast Years

The appropriate procedures in this category depend on
the availab1lity of historical traffle count data and
adequate land-use or demographic data for the target
year for which a traffic forecast is desired. Where these
data are available, the suggested procedure is to
interpolate or extrapolate the target year trips using a
linear or nonlinear method. This decision would depend on
the uniformity of expected growth inside and/or outside
of the study area. Where full build-out growth data are
also available, the rate of growth for an extrapolated year
can be modified based on how close the study area is to
its development capacity, as discussed by Memmott and
BUffington (66).

Where land-use data are unavailable or inadequate, the
suggested procedure is to extrapolate (linear or nonlinear)
to a target year based on historical traffIc and/or
demographic trends. This procedure is usually only valid
for short time frames.

For more detailed analyses in areas where wide
variation in zonal growth are expected to occur, it is
recommended that select link and zonal tree data (104.
ill) be reviewed for changes in travel patterns and
growth on specific facilities. This incorporates a
procedure used by the Maricopa Association of Govern
ments (60, g). The target year assignments are then
made on a fac:ility-by-fac:ility basis by interapolating or
extrapolating these trends.

Category .5 - Procedures to Derive Turning Movement
Data

There are three sets of procedures recommended for
this category: factoring procedures, iterative procedures,
and "T" intersection procedures. None were documented
in the literature or in the field. The factoring procedure
is a simple factoring of future year turning movements
based on the degree of discrepancy between the base year
counts and forecasts. Both a "ratio" and a "difference"
factor are presented.

Iterative procedures have been developed for
situations in which either "dlrectional" or "nondirectional"
volume data are avaIlable. The directional method is
based on a row and column matrix balancing procedure
developed by Mekky (64). This method can be applied to
most intersection situations; however, it requires a real
istic initial estimate of turning percentages in order to
produce a final set of turns within a reasonable number of
iterations. A related ncnlterarlve mathematical model
developed by Norman and Harding (73) was found to
provide some realistic solutions; however, Its applicability
was limited to selected intersection conditions and its
calculations, whlle noniterative, were mathematically
complex. Therefore, it was not included in the user's
manual.

The nondlrectional iterative method is a rn- .Iication
of a procedure prepared by the Middle Rio Grande Council
of Governments (63). This procedure assumes that
intersection link volumes are surrogates for downstream
land-use productions and attractions. Its major
limitations are a heavy reliance on professional judgment

. and a lack of a theoretical base. It is therefore most
useful for sketch-planning purposes.

Finally, a special procedure for "T" or 3-legged
. intersections is presented. Because of the simplicity of
turning movements in this situation, nondirectional turns
can be directly calculated using an equation; directional
turns can also be estimated by comparing relationships
among various approach link volumes.

Category 6 - Procedures to Determine Design Hour
Volume and Other Time-of-Day Data

Most of the available procedures in this category
involved an analysis of local or statewide data for
different time periods. Tables classifying the diurnal or
time-of-day data by trip purpose, mode, or other
categories were then constructed using these data.
Several sources attempted to establish statistical
correlations within the classification tables, so that the
time-of-day curves could be readily transferred to other
locations.. One procedure included regression equations
that related time-of-day information in Milwaukee to
several trip-making characteristics (3). However, these
equations were not statistIcally signifIcant for transfer to
other urban areas.

Procedures for forecasting design hour volume, hourly
volumes over an average weekday, and peak hour factors
have been recommended. With respect to design hour
volume, different procedures were developed for those
typical urban facilities with peaks defined by work travel
and for those atypical urban facilities with peaks defined
by recreational travel (§.). For typical urban highway
facilities whose peaks are determined by work travel,
transfer of known design hour volume/average daily
traffic ratios were recommended based on comparable
highway type, loea tion, orientation, adjacent land use, and
level of service (§., 70). For urban facilities whose peaks
are determined by recreational travel, the procedures
recommended involved the transfer of base year known
design hour volume/average daily traffic ratios from
facilities that operate in a manner similar to how the
facility under analysis is expected to operate in the
future. .

Procedures for weekday hourly volume forecasting
were similarly based on transferring known hourly volume
proportions based on several facility characterIstics (88).
Peak hour factor forecasting procedures were dependent
on the availability of base year data and ranged from use
of base year factors on similar facilities to the use of
areawide peak hour factors.

No transferable documentation was found describing
procedures for adjusting time-of-day curves based on the
level of congestion on a facility or in a subarea or
corridor. One study developed relationships between
traffic level of service and the percentage of daily traffic
in order to produce an estimate of the duration which
congested conditions occurred within a study area.
Unfortunately, the relationships were specific to local
areas and required data on daily travel stratified by level
of service ranges. Therefore, its applicability became
severely limited. This is an area for further research.

Category 7 Procedures to Derive Directional
Distribution Data

The procedures in this category try to establish
relationships between directional distribution and various
factors, such as time-of-day, facility type, and
orientation (l.e., radial, circumferential). The efforts to
establish the statistical significance of these relationships
have not been. very successful. In lieu of these data, other
procedures basically begin with a base year directional
split (e.g., 60~40) and then make manual adjustments for
future years using professional judgment and knowledge of
abutting land uses (e.g., commercial, residential,
industrial),

Two procedures to forecast peak hour traffic
directional dIstribution were recommended. The first
procedure, developed for ,the Maryland State Highway
Administration by JHK &: Associates, consists of the
modification of base year directlonal distributions of peak
hour traffic. The modification is based on a comparison
of base year and future year work purpose traffic
directional distribution in the facility corridor. One way



to conduct this comparison is to perform traffic assign
ments of work purpose traffic in a production-attraction
format for both the base year and future year. A less
data-intensive, but more judgmental way to conduct this
analysis is through a comparison of total base year and
future year work trip (or residential trip) productions and
attractions in the corridor.

The second procedure involves the transfer of peak
hour directional distribution factors from facilities which
today have characteristics like those envisioned in the
future for the facility under analysis (88). The key
character istlcs that should be considered in such a trans
fer are highway type, location, orientation, and land use.

Category 8 Procedures to Determine Vehicle
Classification Data

Vehicle classification data usually consist of the per
centage of total traffic that is comprised of light,
medium, and heavy vehicles. Of these, the heavier truck
classifications are the key variables to consider for
highway design and environmental studies. The typical
procedure used to determine vehicle classification data
has been to assume that the base year vehicle
classification of traffic on a facility will not change in
the future. Similarly, the existing procedures to forecast
vehicle classification characteristics are very judgmental
and rely on data collected in a specific local area.

The recommended procedure includes an additional
step. In this step the land-use changes in the traffic-shed
of the facility under analysis are reviewed for the base
year and future year. An estimate is then made of the
degree of change in the proportIon of those land uses in
the traffic-shed that are known to generate truck traffic.
This information is then used to modify the base year
vehicle classification data. Similar relationships could
not be established between vehicle classifications and
such factors as time-of-day, facility type, and orientation
of the facility. This is an area for further research.

Category 9 - Procedures to Calculate Speed, Delay, and
Queuing Data

Various procedures were investigated to calculate
speed, delay, and queuing data on grade-separated
facilities and surface arterials. It was found that
separate procedures were applicable for under-capacity
and over-capacity conditions, a key distinction to be made
in several environmental models. The characteristIcs of
grade-separated facilities and surjace arterials differ
considerably because of the impacts of traffic signals and
other controls for at-grade Intersections.

The existing speed calculation procedures all Involve a
relationship between operating or average speeds, and the
level of service or volume-to-capacity ratios on a facility.
A series of curves have been developed in several studies
(38, 45, 90) and in some computer software documentatIon
(104;115).
-None of the available procedures adequately address
the sensitivity of traffic speeds close to bottlenecks or to
intersections. This sensitivity can be especially important
in air quality and energy modeling. The procedures also
differ in the calculation of speeds in over-capacity
conditions.

The primary interest of delay and queueing procedures
is at intersections where queuing can affect design needs
(e.g., length of turn lanes) and localized environmental
conditions (e.g., carbon monoxide hotspots). Several
theoretical equations are available in the literature for
modeling under-capacity conditions 020, 124). A
deterministic procedure using various worksheets was
provided in NCHRP Report 133 (21). In oversaturated
conditions, fewer documented procedures were available.
Linear models were reviewed from various sources (2.!,
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104).
-The recommended procedures combine the most
relevant and straightforward techniques to calculate
speeds, delay, and queuing. For under-capacity condItions
on grade-separated faclllties, the speed procedure uses a
curve developed as part of the interim capacity materials
of TRB Circular 212 (46). It is recommended that arterial
speeds be determinedthrough procedures documented in
A Manual on User Benefit Analysis of Highway and Bus
Transit Improvements published by AASHTO (90) and
procedures documented in Si nal erations Anal sis
Package (SOAP) published by U DOT FHWA ill. The
arterial speed forecasting procedure combines
relationships between mid-block average running speed
and volume-to-capacity ratios with forecasts of
intersection delays.

Procedures to calculate delay and queue lengths for
under-capacity conditions are only applicable to surface
arterials. The recommended procedure is based on
Webster's equations (120) and is similar to the technique
contained in the above referenced AASHTO Manual (90).

The procedures proposed for speed, delay, and queuing
calculations for over-capacity conditions are those
contained in NCHRP Report No. 133 (9O. The procedure
for grade-separated facIlIty speed and queue length
forecasts is based on a shock-wave method of queuing
analysis. The procedure for surface arterial speed, delay,
and queue length forecasts is based on a determinIstic.
method of queuing analysis.

Category 10 - Procedures to Produce Traffic Data for
Highway Pavement Design

The procedures most commonly used and
recommended are those in the AASHTO Interim Guide for
Design of Pavement Structures (~). The procedure
involves the conversion of traffic data to IS-kip (l &,000
lb) equivalents based on the forecast vehicle classification
on the facility and statewide or station-specific rates of
l8-kip equivalent single-axle loadings per 1,000 trucks.
The 18-kip equivalent truck factors are then applied to
each classification of vehicle in order to obtain a
composite value for design purposes. Therefore, the
time-of-day, directional distribution, and vehicle
classification data obtained from procedures in
Categories 6, 7, and 8 are directly used in this
methodology. Some state agencies have computerized a
similar version of the AASHTO 18-l<ip procedure, although
most surveyed locations still use manual computations.

SUMMARY

This chapter has presented the major findings of the
research study. A literature search, followed by the
distribution of a questionnaire to several public agencies
provided background on existing practies in producIng
highway traffic data in the United States. It was found
that most agencies conduct regular base year traffic
counting programs but do not have standardized
procedures for forecasting traffic data for future year
conditions, .

The questionnaire results and subsequent personal and
telephone interviews confirmed many of the
insufficiencies in the traffic forecasting process. These
include a lack of documentation of transferable pro
cedures that can be applied in various situations, a lack of
standardized formats for requesting and displaying traffic
data for different applications, and the inability of
current forecasting efforts to consistently produce real
istic traffic data for various highway alternatives.

It was found that many traffic forecasting activities
are performed using a vast amount of professional judg
ment with minimal reliance on any standardized pro
cedures. As a result, documentation of procedures was
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incomplete or totally lacking in several of the traffic
forecasting categories investigated in this study. Heavy
emphasis, therefore, was placed on synthesizing portions
of existing procedures and developing new procedures in
response to the needs identified by practicing traffic
analysts.

The procedures summarized in this chapter and fully
described in the user's manual included in the Appendix to
this report cover a total of 10 categories. These include
traffic refinement and detailing procedures, procedures to

CHAPTER 3

produce specific traffic data needs (e.g., turning move
ments, hourly volumes, directional traffic distributions,
and vehicle classifications), and procedures that use these
data for environmental and highway design purposes.
Various situations commonly encountered by the traffic
analyst are addressed using examples and case studies
wherever possible. The product of this effort Is a manual
of procedures that can be used to supplement, but
certainly not replace, many traffic forecasts currently
conducted using judgment alone.

INTERPRETAT·ION,APPRAISAL, AND APPLICATION

This chapter presents an interpretation and appraisal
of the key issues and technical procedures involved in
forecasting traffic data for highway project planning and
design. Following this dIscussion suggestions are made for
the application of these findings to current and future
traffic forecasting efforts.

lNTERPRETAnON AND APPRAISAL

The major focus of this project was the examination of
procedures for producing traffic data for use in highway
planning and design activities. In the preceding two
chapters, several findings were examined with regard to
traffic forecasting issues revealed through the results of a
questionnaire, telephone contacts, and personal interviews
held with public agency staffs throughout the country. In
addition, various procedures were identified and
evaluated. These aspects of the study are explored more
fully in terms of their meaning to practicing traffic
analysts and their implications for needed improvements.

Development of Traffic Data

The study findings clearly indicate that a large per
centage of highway planning and design decisions are
based on the results of traffic data forecasts. At the
same time, it is apparent thatf'the quality of the input
data and the analysis procedures used for these forecasts
are viewed as being deficient in many respects. The
following discussion focusses on the critical problems
faced by the· analyst who must develop the traffic data
that are used for project planning and design. An
understanding of these problems is necessary before the
findings of this study can be fully interpreted and
appraised.

The level of detail and accuracy of computer traffic
forecasts vary tremendously from project to project. In
one scenario a computerized travel demand forecast will
have been made for each alternative under study using a
stochastic capacity-restrained assignment procedure, with
a great deal of effort having been expended on fine-tuning
the land-use data inputs and defining a detailed highway
network. Forecasts will have been made for each future
year under study, and turning movements will have been
produced for each critical intersection in the study area.
In some cases a design hour computer assignment may
even be available. In the more common scenario,
however, computer forecasts are not available at this
level of detail or accuracy or with the amount of fine
tuning of land use and network data that is desirable.

The lack of quality land-use forecasts was cited as a
major problem facing the traffic analysts. Frequently,
the analyst is required to manually adjust a traffic
assignment to compensate for inaccuracies in land-use
assumptions both in the base year and the future years.
This problem occurs often when forecasts are requested
for target years that do not match years for which land
use forecasts have prevlously been made. In such cases,
the available land-use data must be manually interpolated
or extrapolated to correspond to the target years. These
extra computations and required assumptions can create
land-use data errors or inconsistencies. Similarly, when
the traffic analyst is performing small area studies, the
avallable land-use data at the district or even zonal level
is not accurate enough to produce reliable traffic
forecasts on the specific facilities being examined.

The questionnaire results show that many traffic
forecasts are still performed with aU-or-nothing
assignment procedures that assign all trips for a zonal
interchange onto the same travel path, even though in
reality travelers between the zones will choose a number
of different travel paths of approximately equal travel
time. The net result is imbalanced loadings on parallel
routes. This situation still occurs to a lesser degree in the
case of capacity restrained assignments that assign trips
on the basis of available roadway capacity. In the
majority of cases computer assignments are made using a
24-hour trip table and a systems-level highway network
which does not provide the level of detail required for
most project planning and design studies.' Although capa
cIty restraint procedures will lower the speeds on
overloaded links during asslgnrnents, minimum travel
paths may continue to be built through the overloaded
links, thereby resulting in unrealistic assignments with
link far exceeding capacities.

Many analysts showed a preference for all-or-nothlng
assignments, because travel patterns could be more
readily traced and adjusted manually. Indeed, some of the
procedures d· ribed in the user's manual, such as select
link and zOoldl tree analyses, are more" straightforward
using all-or-nothing assignments. However, with
continuing advances in assignment processes and more
emphasis being placed on providing better coded highway
networks and input data, capacity restrained methods can
be expected to provide traffic assignments that will
require fewer time-cor.suming manual refinements.

Due to limits on budgets, time permitted to perform
analyses, and staff capabilities, computer assignments are
often not available for all alternatives being considered.
\iany agencies are set up to forecast volumes for only a
single year in the future, a year that is often somewhere
in between the build year and the design year. At the



present time the design year for most projects in project
planning is somewhere between 2005 and 2010, but most
agencies are performing systems-level forecasts for only
1995 or 2000.

Because of the cost of running large-scale
computerized travel demand forecasts, the analyst on a
project planning study must often be content with having
a single systems-level traffic assignment with which to
work. Network assumptions in the vicinity of the project
under study may be different or much less detailed than
the network assumptions the analyst has been told to use.
Most analyses of alternative network assumptions must be
done manually, traditionally through the use of
judgmental procedures.

Similar Is the case where either no computer forecast
is available for use in the analysis or where the network
used in the systems-level forecasts simply does not
provide enough detail in the vicinity of the project under
study. In most urban areas the majority of highway
project planning and design studies are in rapidly growing
fringe areas where the computer zone system and coded
network are very coarse and in many cases even
nonexistent. In these cases manual procedures must be
relied upon to produce traffic forecasts for use in design
and project planning.

Even under a scenario in which detailed computer
assignments are produced for each alternative under study
for both the build and design year, there is a large amount
of additional data which must be developed for input to
evaluation, environmental analysis, and design processes.
The following is a list of traffic data which are often
required in project planning and design studies:

• Average daily traffic volumes by link.
• Design hour traffic volumes by link.
• Turning movements for each intersection approach.
• Levels-of-service (rnid-Ilnk, intersection, and

interchange).
• Capacities (design and maximum).
• Level-of-service C volumes (for input to noise

models).
• DIurnal curve (time-of-day) data.
• VehIcle classification data.
• Speed and delay data.
• Queuing data.

In some cases these data are required on all the links of a
detailed network in order that the impacts of alternatives
on total air pollutant emissions and energy consumption
can be determined. Similarly, the impacts of the project
on certain parameters such as time-of-day distribution,
directional distribution, and vehicle classification
characteristics are difficult to predict. As a result,
existing patterns are often assumed to remain the same in
the future, when in fact the effects of increased
congestion levels and development patterns will cause
these parameters to change. Guidance is needed on ways
to predict changes in these variables. It seems
paradoxical that extremely detailed traffic data must be
developed for input to project planning and design when
the systems-level computer forecasts that are used as a
basis for. producing these data are off-en very coarse and
prone to error.

The standard computer traffic forecasting process
consists of a chain of four separate models (trip
generation, trip distribution, modal split, and trip
assignment), each of which has inherent errors and biases.
In some cases, these errors and biases are offsetting, and
reasonable forecasts are generated for the facility being
studied. However, in many cases the resulting traffic
assignments require substantial refinement. Even
validation assignments of base year traffic can be quite
inaccurate, although validations are certainly of more
benefit to the assignment process. than the prevalent
situations in which base year validations are not
performed. A general rule of thumb for base year
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assignments for a particular roadway states that a good
assignment has been performed if the assigned volumes
are within 20 percent of actual observed volumes. Yet a
20 percent difference in traffic volumes can frequently
mean the difference between providing a design level of
service and exceeding the maximum capacity of a
facility.

The survey results show that the responsibilities for
various traffic analyses are fragmented among agencies.
The state Departments of Transportation (DOT) provide
the majority of these analyses, and in several states these
functions are quite centralized. However, some states
revealed that many traffic forecasting duties were
allocated to the metropolitan planning organizations
(MPO's), to district offices of the state DOT and in some
cases to local agencies.

The variable role of the MP<Ys across the country with
respect to traffic data development points to a need to
better define their responsibilities. Whereas the land use
and socioeconomic projections have traditionally been the
responsibility of MPO's, the survey results indicate that
other MPO roles vary from doing nothing to physically
performing traffic counts.

Related to this issue is the observation that a majority
of the surveyed agencies did not have any standardized
format for requesting traffic data for various uses. The :
agencies that did use forms stated that this activity
definitely reduced misunderstandings between the
producers and users of the data. In most cases, the forms
were simple one- or two-page requests for specific data
to be used for planning, design, or environmental studies.

Analysis Procedures

Most transportation analysts have recognized the need
to refine computer traffic assignments before submitting
traffic projections for use in highway project planning and
design. Various procedures are used throughout the
nation, with varying levels of sophistication,
standardization, and documentation.

The questionnaire results showed that over 50 percent
of the responding agencies do not use standardized
procedures for producing traffic data. However, there
appears to be considerable standardization of procedures
for using the resulting data. These procedures include the
AASHTO user benefit analysis (90) and highway design
methodologies (~' ~), the Highway Capacity Manual (8),
and a number of environmental models. . The primary
implication of this disparity is that while public agencies
are in partial agreement with respect to techniques for
using highway traffic data, they have virtually no uniform
procedures to initially develop those data. Thus, results
of pavement design or air quality computations in one
state cannot be readily compared with results obtained
from adjacent states. This problem even manifests itself
among urban areas within the same state.

The few standardized procedures currently being used
to produce traffic data are typically poorly documented,
poorly disseminated, and often only applicable to specific
conditions. The documentation problem occurs because
traffic analysts are typically not requested to fully
document the procedures which they use to develop the
traffic data. Documentation is also often performed as
an afterthought some time after the analysis is
completed, causing the analyst to overlook key details or
helpful suggestions. Finally, the person who writes the
documentation may not be the same person who
performed the analysis. Thus, a very general report may
result.

Some of the better documented procedures obtained in
this study were retrieved from old project files or from a
person's bookshelf. The procedure had often never been
distributed outside of the department, much less the
agency. This dissemination problem was not intentional in
most cases, yet the information has failed to reach ma.ny
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of the analysts who could most benefit from it.
Many procedures were developed in response to the

needs of specific project conditions, and therefore were
limited in scope. For instance, regression equations used
to forecast time-of-day distributions were typically based
on a small set of localized data, and thus were not
transferable to other urban areas or conditions. Other
procedures were only partially developed to the extent
required for use in specific traffic studies; the extra steps
required to complete the procedures so that they would
become more widely applicable were not undertaken.

The need existed to identify as many of the available
procedures as possible, evaluate each of the procedures
identified, draw upon the strongest points of the
procedures evaluated, and develop a set of standard
procedures that could receive national" distribution.
However, because of the great variance in the type and
quality of computer forecasts that are used, and because
of differing data requirements for different types of
highway projects, it was necessary that a series of
procedures be developed from which the analyst could
select the most appropriate procedure for the particular
study being performed.

The interpretations and appraisals of specific
recommended procedures are thoroughly discussed in the
user's manual. In terms of categories of procedures (see
Table 1), it was apparent that the link-level traffic data
refinement and detailing procedures (categories 1 through
4) were the least well documented and offered the
greatest opportunity for variations among analysts.
Typically the analyst is confronted with the need to
convert a systems-level traffic forecast to some more
detailed forecast within the immediate area of a proposed
highway improvement. Several assumptions are required
to perform such conversions. Therefore, the analyst must
use a considerable amount of professional knowledge and
judgment to apply even the most "standardlzed"
procedures.
. Because so many situations can occur which render
any "cookbook" procedure useless, many analysts have
resorted to using pure judgment for making such refine
ments. As a result, few documented procedures exist.
The attempt in this research study was to comb ine the
few available procedures with comments offered verbally
by practicing analysts.

The second grouping of categories (categories .5
through 8 in Table 1) relates to procedures used to
produce specific traffic data items, such as turning
movements, hourly and directional distributions, and
vehicle classifications. These procedures were somewhat
better documented, possibly because they focussed more
on data that could be obtained usIng mathematical
computations rather than using pure judgment. Even so,
several basIc assumptions are required on the part of the
analyst, such as whether or not traffic conditions in a
future year would be expected to change significantly
from those in the base year. Procedures to adjust for
changing conditions were not readily available.

The final grouping of categories (categories 9 and 10
in Table 1) included procedures for translating the basic
traffic data into inputs for evaluation, environmental, and
design analyses. Procedures for computing speeds, delays,
and queuing were readily ailahle in the literature;
however, the effects of over-capacity highway conditions
on these variables were rarely examined. It was apparent
that most analyses do not adequately represent traffic
flow on congested fadli ties, a situation that is becoming
increasingly familiar in urban areas. The highway design
procedures were straightforward and related well to other
procedures used to generate the input data. One
realization was that the vehicle classification data
required for the AASHTO pavement design procedure <.~)

are considerably more detailed and in a different format
than data typically prepared for highway planning and
environmental studies. Therefore, special carewas taken
to explain these characteristics in the procedure.

APPLICA nON OF ANDINGS

The findings presented in this report and in the user's
manual are of use to persons engaged in producing and
using highway traffic data, such as transportation
planners. traffic engineers, environmental analysts, and
highway designers in federal, state, regional, and local
agencies. Others who will derive benefits from these
findings include persons engaged in safety studles,
structural desIgn, right-of-way acquisition, geotechnical
and rnaterials analysis, maintenance, and financial
analysis. Outside of public agencies, land developers,
consultants, and citizen groups will also find portions of
these findings to be of use.

The findings of the study questionnaire and agency
interviews provide an understanding of the strengths and
weaknesses of current practices used in the traffic
analysis field. Agencies can benefit from the
organization and processes established by others to more
efficiently perform these studies.

The procedures presented in the user's manual are
applicable over a wide range of analyses. The principal
types of applications inciude systems planning, corridor or
subarea studies, evaluation of alternative plans, traffic
operations studies, highway design, and environmental
studies. In order to demonstrate some of this
applicability, the procedures were applied to three case
examples based on actual studies-a project planning
study involving the upgrading of a freeway; a detailed
subarea study involving the upgrading of an arterial
facility; and a highway design study for constructing an
interchange where two major arterial streets intersect.
These illustrative examples show the types of procedures
that can be applied as well as the level of judgment that
is typically required. In all cases, emphasis has been
placed on deveioplng manual procedures, although the
applicability of several techniques is enhanced with the
aid of computer methods.

The procedures for refining systems-level "traffic
assignments (category I of Table 1) are applicable in
corridor or subarea. ~ttings whether or not base year data
are available. An adaptation to handle over-capacity
conditions is also provided.

The material relating to alternative network
assumptions (category 2) can be used to analyze changes
in roadway capacity. changes in roadway alignment,
construction of parallel roadways, or the addition or
subtraction of network links. These situations occur in
various combinations in most traffic analysis studies.

The windowing and focussing procedures for analyzing
detailed highway networks (category 3) represent
computer-aided approaches. Both are most applicable for
small scale corridor or subarea studies in which detalled
llnk and turning trafflc volumes are desired on various
hIghways tha t are not shown on a systems-level network.
Simplified approaches are also described that are more
applicab le for quick-response studies.

Often the analyst is faced with the need to provide
traffic data for study years for which no computer
forecasts are available. Material.! are presented
(category 4) which permit available forecasts to be
modified based on expected changes in land-use patterns.
The procedures are flexible to permit an analyst to select
between linear and nonlinear growth rates to be applied
on a zonal or subarea corridor level. Treatment is also
given to situations where development is approaching the
full-buildout level.

The turning movement procedures (category 5) can be
used to develop directional or nondirectional (l.e., two
way) turning volumes given various types of link volume
data. Therefore, the analyst can use a systematic
approach to estimate intersectIon turns for use in
planning or design studies.

Design hour volumes (category 6) are the key data to
produce for many traffic studies. Procedures are



documented to permit design hour volumes to be
determined for typIcal urban facilities and for facilities
characterized by sharp recreational or seasonal
variations. Other tirne-of-day procedures are useful to
convert dally volume estimates to hourly data for use in
design or environmental studies.

The procedures for determining directional
dlstributions (category 7) are most applicable in design
studies requiring estimates of peak direction traffic
flows. They can also be of U5e in analyzing other
transportation systems management actions, such as
reserved bus and carpool lanes or reversible flow lanes.

The vehicle classification procedure. (category 8)
provides basic background relevant to the estimation of
various auto-truck percentages on urban facilities. These
data, in various formats, are key inputs to the calculation
of highway design needs and to the determination of
env iron mental Impacts, including air quali ty, noise and
energy consumption.

Procedures are presented for calculating speeds,
delays, and queue lengths (category 9) on grade-separated
facilities and on surface arterials. The analyst is able to
apply different methodologies ~or traffic flow conditions
that are under- or over-capacity. The resulting data are
directly applicable to small area design analyses, such as
the determination of turning Jane length requirements,
and to environmental analyses.

Highway pavement design (category 10) is a critical

CHAPTER 4
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area for which specific traffic data are required. The
procedures presented enable traffic volume and vehicle
classlfication data to be converted into IS-kip equivalent
single-axle loadings, which are directly used in the
calculation of flexible and rigid pavement design needs.
These procedures are applicable using vehicle
classification data. specific to the subject facility or
average values obtaIned on a regional or statewide basis.

Generally, the procedures contained in the user's
manual can be applied whether the system level traffic
assignments have been produced through a computerized
or manual process. Although the majority of applications
would likely be in conjunction with a conventional UTPS
traffic assignment, the procedure could also be used with
assignments produced through manual or quick-response
procedures, such as those contained in NCHRP Report 187
(&8).
-In summary, the findings provided in this report and in
the user's manual have been shown to be appropriate for
several types of applications. It is anticipated that some
or all of the recommended procedures would be adopted
by various agencies and personnel. The procedures
presented are state of the art and are suggested to
provide the traffic analyst the best analytical base for
traffic estimates. It is expected that as the procedures
receive widespread use, additional applications and
suggested revisions or improvements will become
apparent.

CONCLUSIONS, SUGGESTED RESEARCH, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

CONCLUSIONS

The following general conclusions are presented based
on the findings of the research:

1. Traffic data are used for three primary purposes in
highway project planning and design in the United States:
(a) for evaluation of alternative highway improvement
projects; (b) for input to air quality, noise, and energy
analyses of highway improvement projects; (c) for input to
capaclty and pavement design analyses,

2. The traffic data that are produced by systems-level
computerized traffic assignment procedures must, in
virtually all cases, be refined and subjected to further
analysis in order that traffic data can be produced which
can be used for highway project planning and design.

3. To date there has been virtually no national
standardization of procedures for the development of
traffic data that are used as input to evaluation, environ
mental, and design analyses. As a result, there are wide
variations in the format and quality of traffic data
produced by agencies.

4. Travel behavior is determined by a complex
combination of a large number of factors. In response,
the mathematical models used to forecast travel demand
must make a number of simplifying assumptions and
cannot take into account factors that are sometimes very
impcrtant in determining travel behavior. As a result,
traffic forecasts, particularly for Indlvidual facilities
within a systems-level forecast, can vary significantly
from actual observations.

Procedures to refine systems-level forecasts for use at
the facility level are documented in the user's manual. It

is crItical that the user of these procedures realize that
they are merely mechanisms to overcome some of the
inability of the computer models to exactly replicate
travel behavior. These procedures must be applied with
considerable judgment and should only be applied after
the analyst understands how the procedures work.

.5. The procedures documented in the user's manual
are designed to be used to produce facility-oriented data.
Their applicability to larger sub-area studies is limited by
difficulties in getting all routes In aU directions to
balance. Other new and emerging techniques, such as
MICRO and TRAFFLO, should be considered when
performing sub-area, rather than facility-oriented studies.

6. The procedures contained in the us-er's manual
should be applied only after computer forecasts have been
produced which pass a number of reasonableness tests.
The types of checks that should be made and degree of
at" uracy required of the. computer forecasts are
documented in Chapter Three of the user's manual.

Special emphasis needs to be placed on ensuring the
accuracy of land-use (socioeconomic) input data and
coded network data. The majority of problems with
systems-level forecast data used for highway project
planning and design studies can be traced to problems
with these data.

7. Production of adequate traffic data requires
considerable effort and time as well as judgment that
comes with experience, It is critical that agencies devote
the time and effort necessary to produce a high quality
forecast, because planning and design decisions that can
raise or lower the cost of a highway project by millions of
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dollars are often based on traffIc data.
8. A large number of explicit and implicit assumptIons

are made every time traffic forecasts are performed for
hIghway project planning and design studies. For
instance, too often future traffic volumes have been
forecasted using the assumption that existing or base year
conditions will not change. Preliminary research in this
study indicates that this assumption is not valid in many
situations, especially in fast-growIng suburban and rural
areas. Therefore, it is important that both the producers
and users of traffic data fully understand the sensitivity
of the analyses to these assumptions and the implications
of making alternative assumptions.

9. It is important that the producers of traffic data
have a general understandIng of how the traffic data are
to be used to ensure that the proper data are pre~ared.

Serious errors have often been caused {n subsequent
environmental or design analyses because of definitional
misunderstandings about what data were required.

10. The users of the traffic data must understand the
limitations and degree of uncertainty associated with
traffic forecast data. Evaluation, environmental, and
design analyses all require extremely detailed traffic data
as input. These data often influence important decisions;
therefore, it is important that the use of traffic data as
input to these decisions be tempered by the degree of
uncertainty associated with the forecasting process,

SUGGESTED RESEARCH

The following areas of research are suggested based on
the results of this project:

1. The effects of over-capaclry conditions on
highways should be examined with respect to future land
use development as well as to the temporal and
geographic distribution of traffic. It is apparent from this
research that insufficient data currently exist to
determine what dampening effects recurring congestion
will have on future land-use growth in a corridor or
subarea. These effects will influence the magnitude and
shape of growth curves used to interpolate or extrapolate
traffic volumes to alternate study years. Similarly, the
extent to which congestion causes motorists to divert to
alternative routes or to change the time at which the trip
is made (e.g., "spreading of the peaks") is an important
factor to examine further.

Future research could also include assessments of trip
generation and trip distribution changes that occur as the
result of various network modifications. For instance, the
addition of a parallel facility in a corridor would likely
influence the interzonal distribution of work and nonwork
trips. A temporal shift in trip generation could also
occur. The magnitude of these effects should be carefully
determined.

2.- Many of the manual computational procedures pre
sented in the user's manual could be adapted to hand-held
calculator or especially to microcomputer applications.
For example, the repetitive screenline refinement
calculations in Chapter IJ of the user's manual could be
readily performed in much less time and with greater
accuracy using a microcomputer. Additional screenllnes
could also be examined in an effIcient manner. Other
calculations such as those in the iterative turning move
ment procedure, in the speed, delay, and queue length
procedures, and the manual assignment procedure are also
candidates for microcomputer or calculator applications.

3. The windowing and focussing procedures presented
in the user's manual would be enhanced by providing
additional examples of their applications to various
subarea network situations. The directional subzoning
technique presented as a windowing option should also be
applied to several network configurations in order to
determine its maximum usefulness to traffic analysts,

4. The traffic growth curves developed for adjusting

forecasted volumes to alternate study years are
influenced by various factors, including land-use
development trends, timing of development and highway
improvements, and level of congestion (discussed
previously). There is a need to better quantify these
factors such that transferable parameters that influence
traffic growth can be developed. The need is particularly
acute to develop means to adjust traffic volumes in the
vicinity of zones that are expected to have wide
variations In expected growth. Such research should focus
on specific effects on externally and internally generated
traffic. If reasonable transferable parameters can be
developed, the need to produce additional computer
forecasts will be reduced.

,. The turning movement procedures require
additional research to derive nondirectional and
directional turns from nondirectional link volumes. This
research would require more explicit accounting of land
use changes, roadway geometric modifications, and the
development of transferable data for various facility
types (e.g., freeways, arterials), locations (e.g., CBD,
fringe suburban), and geographic orientation (e.g., radial,
circumferential). These data would better systematize
much of the judgment currently utilized in the
procedures.

A non iterative procedure to derive directional turning
volumes (73) should be further researched to increase its
applicability and to simplify its calculations. Such a
procedure, properly mechanized in a microcomputer or
calculator, could enable reasonable turning movements co
be derived in a more efficient manner than the iterative
procedures.

6. Improved data and statistics are needed to transfer
time-of-day, design hour volume, directional distribution,
and vehicle classification data to other roadway types, to
other geographic settings, and to future year scenarios.
In the future : year situation, techniques should be
researched to adjust these relationships based on changes
in land use, demographic data (e.g., employment,
population, households), or expected roadway congestion.
These data will increase the accuracy of future year
traffic volumes used as key inputs for evaluation, design,
and environmental studies. This research could build on

. data contained in the report An Analysis of Urban Travel
By Time of Day (93).

7. Improved time-of-day data are required to relate
design hour volumes to the average weekday peak hour
and to establish truck hourly percentages throughout the
day. The design hour volume (DHV) has often been
substituted by. the average weekday peak hour (AWPH) in
performing traffic and design analyses. Although
generally accepted for use by traffic and design analysts,
the AWPH in several cases is not equivalent to the 30th
highest annual hour. The magnitude of these differences
and their implications on highway evaluation and design
should be closely examined.

Similarly. improved time-of-day truck distributions
are necessary. Current data do not accurately reflect the
variations of truck volumes that occur during off-peak
hours, Because several air quality and noise analyses
often require detailed off-peak hour data for all highway
modes. the inaccuracies in hourly truck volume estimation
bias these results. Truck volume data in various
categories (e.g., light, medium, heavy-gas, heavy-diesel)
should be assembled over several time periods on
facilities of different type, location, and orientation. to
major activity centers.

8. lrnproved relationships should be developed
between various highway speed groups, such as design
speed, operating speed, average speed, and average
running speed. These relationships are important since
current evaluation, design, and environmental models
each require different speed dara., One additional step
may be to incorporate other factors besides the volume
to-capacity ratio into speed curves and equations. Such
factors as land-use development, specific roadway



geometries (e.g., lane widths, sight distance), and traffic;
signal characteristics (e.g., cycle length, phasing,
progression) should be more expllcitly considered in
estimating speeds on different facility types.

9. Research should be conducted to better relate
typical vehicle classification counts performed by
agencies to truck loadometer station data required for
highway pavement design. The research would establish
statistical distributions of truck axle loadings for various
truck types, highway types, geographic locations, and
orientations to major activity centers, These transferable
data would reduce the need to perform classification
counts and investigate specific loadometer station data
for each facility being analyzed.

Similarly, better means should be established to
estimate truck classifications for each year of the
highway design life, rather than assume that the annual
truck rate will remain constant over that period.
Providing this extra level of detail may improve the
accuracy of the design calculations and increase the
probabillty that the pavement will be properly designed.

iO. All of the environmental models examined would
benefit by better specificity and often simplicity of
traffic data needs. The documentation should clearly
distinguish between the types of traffic volumes (e.g.,
peak hour, 24 hour), speeds (e.g., average running speed, .
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